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This book will shape the course of electromagnetics research for decades to come. Fourteen leading researchers from
five countries reveal their latest research results in detail and review parallel developments. The topics discussed, though
unconventional today, are destined to attract great attention as shrinking device sizes make electromagnetic effects ever
more important. These topics include the rotation of polarization of electric waves by a twisted structure; homogenization
of linear bianistotropic composite materials; novel free-space techniques to characterize complex mediums; sculptured
thin films; electrodynamic properties of carbon nanotubes; and more. Electromagnetic Fields in Unconventional Materials
and Structures: * Focuses on geometry in both large and small scales * Provides a blueprint for electromagnetics
research at the turn of the century * Features new results, comments, and prognostications on 21st century research *
Includes more than 150 illustrations as well as hundreds of charts, tables, and references
Providing an updated and comprehensive account of the propertiesof solid polymers, the book covers all aspects of
mechanicalbehaviour. This includes finite elastic behavior, linearviscoelasticity and mechanical relaxations, mechanical
anisotropy,non-linear viscoelasicity, yield behavior and fracture. New to thisedition is coverage of polymer
nanocomposites, and molecularinterpretations of yield, e.g. Bowden, Young, and Argon. The book begins by focusing on
the structure of polymers,including their chemical composition and physical structure. It goes on to discuss the
mechanical properties and behaviour ofpolymers, the statistical molecular theories of the rubber-likestate and describes
aspects of linear viscoelastic behaviour, itsmeasurement, and experimental studies. Later chapters cover composites and
experimental behaviour,relaxation transitions, stress and yielding. The book concludeswith a discussion of breaking
phenomena.
The second edition provides an update of the recent developments in classical and computational solid mechanics. The
structure of the book is also updated to include five new areas: Fundamental Principles of Thermodynamics and Coupled
Thermoelastic Constitutive Equations at Large Deformations, Functional Thermodynamics and Thermoviscoelasticity,
Thermodynamics with Internal State Variables and Thermo-Elasto-Viscoplasticity, Electro-ThermoViscoelasticity/Viscoplasticity, and Meshless Method. These new topics are added as self-contained sections or chapters.
Many books in the market do not cover these topics. This invaluable book has been written for engineers and
engineering scientists in a style that is readable, precise, concise, and practical. It gives the first priority to the formulation
of problems, presenting the classical results as the gold standard, and the numerical approach as a tool for obtaining
solutions. Request Inspection Copy
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The enchanting and worthy world of PU beckoned to bring forth the book titled "Polyurethane". The book is divided into
three sections: structures, properties and characterization of PU, applications of PU and a separate section on Biobased
PU, covering the research and development in these areas. Each contributed chapter handles new and interesting topics
introducing the reader to the wider known and unknown applications of PU such as PU for grouting technologies, fuel
binder, extraction of metals, treatment of industry wastewater, alkanolamide PU coatings and foams, and others. The
book aims to cater a larger audience comprising of readers from polymer chemistry, materials chemistry, and industrial
chemistry.
Continuum Models for Materials with Microstructure Edited by H. B. Mühlhaus, CSIRO, Nedlands, Australia When the
characteristic length-scale (‘fabric dimension’) of the microstructure of materials is not small when compared to the
macroscopic dimensions, the well established framework for the modelling of deformation processes for simple materials
needs enhancement. To introduce an internal length scale, one has to resort to continuum models such as Nonlocal
Theories, Cosserat or Gradient-type Models, Discrete Element and Lattice Theories or modified Viscoplastic Models.
These new approaches are addressed in this volume. It includes contributions from research areas as diverse as biomechanics, concrete engineering and solid state physics. Generalised continuum models and its applications are
presented and complemented by numerical and analytical tools for the solution of boundary value problems.
This invaluable book has been written for engineers and engineering scientists in a style that is readable, precise, concise, and practical. It
gives first priority to the formulation of problems, presenting the classical results as the gold standard, and the numerical approach as a tool
for obtaining solutions. The classical part is a revision of the well-known text Foundations of Solid Mechanics, with a much-expanded
discussion on the theories of plasticity and large elastic deformation with finite strains. The computational part is all new and is aimed at
solving many major linear and nonlinear boundary-value problems.
•Covers all phases of metal foam theory and technology •Techniques linking pore structure to custom properties •New applications in
transportation, energy absorption, and orthopedic implants •Foams from a variety of metals as well as special shapes and lotus-type
Special Functions, Partial Differential Equations, and Harmonic AnalysisIn Honor of Calixto P. CalderónSpringer
NSA is a comprehensive collection of international nuclear science and technology literature for the period 1948 through 1976, pre-dating the
prestigious INIS database, which began in 1970. NSA existed as a printed product (Volumes 1-33) initially, created by DOE's predecessor,
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). NSA includes citations to scientific and technical reports from the AEC, the U.S. Energy
Research and Development Administration and its contractors, plus other agencies and international organizations, universities, and
industrial and research organizations. References to books, conference proceedings, papers, patents, dissertations, engineering drawings,
and journal articles from worldwide sources are also included. Abstracts and full text are provided if available.
Containing the edited papers presented at the Sixth International Conference on High Performance Structures and Materials, High
Performance Structures and Materials VI addresses the issues involved with advanced types of structures, particularly those based on new
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concepts or new materials. Contributions will highlight the latest developments in design, optimisation, manufacturing and experimentation in
these areas.The use of novel materials and new structural concepts nowadays is not restricted to highly technical areas like aerospace,
aeronautical applications or the automotive industry, but affects all engineering fields including those such as civil engineering and
architecture. Most high performance structures require the development of a generation of new materials, which can more easily resist a
range of external stimuli or react in a non-conventional manner.The book will cover such topics as: Composite materials and structures,
Lightweight structures, Nanocomposites, High performance concretes, Concrete fibres, Automotive composites, Steel structures, Natural fibre
composites, Timber structures, Material characterisation, Experiments and numerical analysis, Damage and fracture mechanics,
Computational intelligence, Adaptable and mobile structures, Environmentally friendly structures.

Polyolefin Foams are a relatively recent development compared to the other types of foam. Topics covered in this review
include: processing and the properties required for successful foam production, the molecular structures necessary, the
mechanical and thermal properties and how these can be used to best advantage, markets and applications. The review
is accompanied by around 400 abstracts from the Polymer Library database.
Plastics in Building Structures covers the proceedings of a conference, held in London on June 14-16, 1965. This
conference focuses on the applications of plastics materials in structures. This book emerged from 39 papers presented
at the conference. The introductory papers describe the properties of plastics in relation to building structures, and the
economic aspects, fire regulations, and flammability of these materials. Considerable papers are devoted to various
areas of application of plastics, including adhesives, polymer cements, cored chipboard units, and glued timber. These
topics are followed by discussions on the characterization, design, and structural and physical properties of plastics. The
final chapters review the commercial development and applications of plastic materials. This book will prove useful to
engineers, designer, manufacturers, and researchers in the allied fields.
This book provides a simplified and practical approach to designing with plastics that funda mentally relates to the load,
temperature, time, and environment subjected to a product. It will provide the basic behaviors in what to consider when
designing plastic products to meet performance and cost requirements. Important aspects are presented such as
understanding the advantages of different shapes and how they influence designs. Information is concise,
comprehensive, and practical. Review includes designing with plastics based on material and process behaviors. As de
signing with any materials (plastic, steel, aluminum, wood, etc.) it is important to know their behaviors in order to
maximize product performance-to-cost efficiency. Examples of many different designed products are reviewed. They
range from toys to medical devices to cars to boats to underwater devices to containers to springs to pipes to buildings to
aircraft to space craft. The reader's product to be designed can directly or indirectly be related to product design reviews
in the book. Important are behaviors associated and interrelated with plastic materials (thermoplastics, thermosets,
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elastomers, reinforced plastics, etc.) and fabricating processes (extrusion, injec tion molding, blow molding, forming,
foaming, rotational molding, etc.). They are presented so that the technical or non-technical reader can readily
understand the interrelationships.
This book deals with properties, applications and analysis of important materials of construction/civil engineering. It offers
full coverage of how materials are made or obtained, their physical properties, their mechanical properties, how they are
used in construction, how they are tested in the lab, and their strength characteristics--information that is essential for
material selection and elementary design. Contains illustrative examples and tables and figures from professional
organizations. KEY TOPICS: Considers all common materials of civil engineering/construction--and looks at each in
depth: e.g., physical properties, mechanical properties, code provisions, methods of testing, quality control, construction
procedures, and material selection. Discusses laboratory testing procedures for selected tests--provides step-by-step
descriptions of laboratory test procedures to determine properties of materials. All test procedures are based on relevant
ASTM specification. MARKET: For Civil Engineers, Construction Engineers, Architects, and Agricultural Engineers.
Advances in materials are crucial to the development of sports equipment, from tennis rackets to skis to running shoes.
Materials-driven improvements in equipment have helped athletes perform better, while enhancing safety and making
sport more accessible and enjoyable. This book brings together a collection of 10 papers on the topic of sports materials,
as published in a Special Issue of Applied Sciences. The papers within this book cover a range of sports, including golf,
tennis, table tennis and baseball. State-of-the-art engineering techniques, such as finite element modelling, impact
testing and full-field strain measurement, are applied to help further our understanding of sports equipment mechanics
and the role of materials, with a view to improving performance, enhancing safety and facilitating informed regulatory
decision making. The book also includes papers that describe emerging and novel materials, including auxetic materials
with their negative Poisson’s ratio (fattening when stretched) and knits made of bamboo charcoal. This collection of
papers should serve as a useful resource for sports engineers working in both academia and industry, as well as
engineering students who are interested in sports equipment and materials.
This book addresses core questions about the role of materials in general and of wood in particular in the construction of string
instruments used in the modern symphony orchestra – violins, violas, cellos and basses. Further attention is given to materials for
classical guitars, harps, harpsichords and pianos. While some of the approaches discussed are traditional, most of them depend
upon new scientific approaches to the study of the structure of materials, such as for example wood cell structure, which is visible
only using modern high resolution microscopic techniques. Many examples of modern and classical instruments are examined,
together with the relevance of classical techniques for the treatment of wood. Composite materials, especially designed for
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soundboards could be a good substitute for some traditional wood species. The body and soundboard of the instrument are of
major importance for their acoustical properties, but the study also examines traditional and new wood species used for items such
as bows, the instrument neck, string pegs, etc. Wood species’ properties for musical instruments and growth origins of woods
used by great makers such as Antonio Stradivari are examined and compared with more recently grown woods available to
current makers. The role of varnish in the appearance and acoustics of the final instrument is also discussed, since it has often
been proposed as a ‘secret ingredient’ used by great makers. Aspects related to strings are commented.As well as discussing
these subjects, with many illustrations from classical and contemporary instruments, the book gives attention to conservation and
restoration of old instruments and the physical results of these techniques. There is also discussion of the current value of old
instruments both for modern performances and as works of art having great monetary value.The book will be of interest and value
to researchers, advanced students, music historians, and contemporary string instrument makers. Musicians in general,
particularly those playing string instruments, will also find its revelations fascinating. It will also attract the attention of those using
wood for a variety of other purposes, for its use in musical instruments uncovers many of its fundamental features. Professor
Neville H. FletcherAustralian National University, Canberra
This book collects major research contributions in composite materials and sandwich structures supported by the U.S. Office of
Naval Research. It contains over thirty chapters written by experts and serves as a reference and guide for future research.
This volume of papers presented at the conference in honor of Calixto P. Calderón by his friends, colleagues, and students is
intended to make the mathematical community aware of his important scholarly and research contributions in contemporary
Harmonic Analysis and Mathematical Models applied to Biology and Medicine, and to stimulate further research in the future in this
area of pure and applied mathematics.
This handbook explores the applications of polymer foams, and the properties that make them suitable for so many applications, in
the detail required by postgraduate students, researchers and the many industrial engineers and designers who work with polymer
foam in industry. It covers the mechanical properties of foams and foam microstructure, processing of foams, mechanical testing
and analysis (using Finite element analysis). In addition, it uniquely offers a broader perspective on the actual engineering of
foams and foam based (or foam including) products by including nine detailed case studies which firmly plant the theory of the
book in a real world context, making it ideal for both polymer engineers and chemists and mechanical engineers and product
designers. * Complete coverage of the mechanical and design aspects of polymer foams from an acknowledged international
expert: no other book is available with this breadth making this a plastics engineer's first choice for a single volume Handbook *
Polymer foams are ubiquitous in modern life, used everywhere from running shoes to furniture, and this book includes nine
extensive case studies covering each key class of application, including biomechanics * Offers a rigorous mechanical and
microstructure perspective, plus a computer based chapter: Essential for engineers and designers alike.
Small Unmanned Fixed-wing Aircraft Design is the essential guide to designing, building and testing fixed wing UAVs (or drones).
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It deals with aircraft from two to 150 kg in weight and is based on the first-hand experiences of the world renowned UAV team at
the UK’s University of Southampton. The book covers both the practical aspects of designing, manufacturing and flight testing and
outlines and the essential calculations needed to underpin successful designs. It describes the entire process of UAV design from
requirements definition to configuration layout and sizing, through preliminary design and analysis using simple panel codes and
spreadsheets to full CFD and FEA models and on to detailed design with parametric CAD tools. Its focus is on modest cost
approaches that draw heavily on the latest digital design and manufacturing methods, including a strong emphasis on utilizing offthe-shelf components, low cost analysis, automated geometry modelling and 3D printing. It deliberately avoids a deep theoretical
coverage of aerodynamics or structural mechanics; rather it provides a design team with sufficient insights and guidance to get the
essentials undertaken more pragmatically. The book contains many all-colour illustrations of the dozens of aircraft built by the
authors and their students over the last ten years giving much detailed information on what works best. It is predominantly aimed
at under-graduate and MSc level student design and build projects, but will be of interest to anyone engaged in the practical
problems of getting quite complex unmanned aircraft flying. It should also appeal to the more sophisticated aero-modeller and
those engaged on research based around fixed wing UAVs.
Dynamic Behavior of Materials, Volume 1: Proceedings of the 2010 Annual Conference on Experimental and Applied Mechanics, the first
volume of six from the Conference, brings together 71 contributions to this important area of research and engineering. The collection
presents early findings and case studies on fundamental and applied aspects of Materials Science, including papers on Composite Materials,
Dynamic Failure and Fracture, Dynamic Materials Response, Novel Testing Techniques, Low Impedance Materials, Metallic Materials,
Response of Brittle Materials, Time Dependent Materials, High Strain Rate Testing of Biological and Soft Materials, Shock and High Pressure
Response, Energetic Materials, Optical Techniques for Imaging High Strain Rate Material Response, and Modeling of Dynamic Response.
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